


In Year 9, ICT is delivered via 1 
lesson per week as part of the ICT 
and Business Suite. 

Students cover the following 
topics:

Introduction to Data and Data 
Manipulation
Spreadsheet data modelling 
skills in Microsoft Excel. Covering 
a range of disciplines including 
formatting, functions, formulae, 
conditional statements and 
charts.

WPT In The Park
˃ǑǔƭƐřŋǨ˃ŊĮǜřŒ˃ĮǔƭǰơŒ˃Į˃ɄŋǨžǨžƭǰǜ˃

music event. Using a range of ICT 
skills and software packages are 
used to create digital products for 
the event. These include image 
manipulation, sound editing, 
website design and 3D modelling.

Effective UI Design Principles
Exploring user interfaces, 

In Computing we aim to provide an engaging, challenging, well sequenced 
curriculum which is broad and balanced, covering a range of computing and 
ICT topics. We aim to develop our students into 21st Century Digital Citizens 
who are able to use digital technology safely and responsibly, and to teach 
ǜǨǰŒřơǨǜ˃ŊƭǨŹ˃Źƭȉ˃Ǩƭ˃ǰǜř˃ǨřŋŹơƭƖƭŲȏ˃řȿřŋǨžȈřƖȏʉ˃ȉžǨŹ˃Įơ˃ǰơŒřǔǜǨĮơŒžơŲ˃ƭű˃Źƭȉ˃
it works.
We aim to engender a love of learning, self-belief and aspiration through 4 key 
intentions:
• The Removal of Barriers to Learning
• Developing Skills for Learning
• Developing Personal Attributes
• Enriching Student Experiences and Broadening their Horizons
The Computing and IT Department’s core purpose at KS3 is to deliver an 
engaging and challenging curriculum through outstanding teaching and 
learning.  Our aim is for students to develop skills and knowledge in digital 
technologies and computer science, to prepare them for a future in a world 
where the use of this technology is fully embodied.
Students are given the opportunity to develop their computer coding and 
digital technology skills, allowing them to take their studies onto KS4 and 
beyond, developing skills that can be applied in a range of career paths and 
industries.

Curriculum 
Intent

Year 9 
Curriculum

The Computing Way
At WPT we’re always looking for feedback. If you have 
any thoughts/opinions on this Curriculum Newsletter, 
its content or the curriculum in general, please scan 
the QR code to fill out a short feedback form.

Have your say!
The Computing Way is designed to help students become young subject 
specialists and has a key focus on the vital skills needed to achieve their full 
potential in this subject area.

ŒžȿřǔřơǨ˃ǜǨȏƖřǜ˃ĮơŒ˃ĮǑǑǔƭĮŋŹřǜ˃
to designing functional and 
accessible user interfaces that 
Įǔř˃ɄǨ˃űƭǔ˃ǑǰǔǑƭǜř˃ĮơŒ˃ƟřřǨ˃ǨŹř˃
needs of end users.

Video Editing
Using video editing software 
Ǩƭ˃ĮŒŒ˃űřĮǨǰǔřǜ˃ǜǰŋŹ˃Įǜ˃ɄƖǨřǔǜʉ˃
stickers, speed changes, 
ŊĮŋƓŲǔƭǰơŒ˃Ɵǰǜžŋ˃ĮơŒ˃řȿřŋǨǜ˃
including split, reverse, and other 
editing tools to make videos look 
more polished and professional

Hardware, Software & Networks
Students will explore the key 
components that make up 
computer systems. Students 
will cover the role of hardware 
components such as the CPU, RAM 
and secondary storage along with 
ŒžȿřǔřơǨ˃ǨȏǑřǜ˃ƭű˃ǜƭűǨȉĮǔřʎ

Assessment Points
Students are assessed at the end of each topic, roughly once per half term. 
Assessments are in a variety of formats including short and long answer 
written questions, multiple choice questions and practical tasks.


